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Web Sites

AUTOBYTEL

Connect from Anywhere

One of the pioneers of Internet car shopping, Autobytel offers no-cost access to a network of more than 5,000 dealers who have agreed to work with cybershoppers and who know they are not looking to haggle.

AUTOMOTIVE INFORMATION CENTER AUTOSITE

Connect from Anywhere

Log on to this site to research and purchase new or used vehicles. The buyer can search by make and model, features, or by segment of vehicle desired. This site has a loan/lease calculator, a maintenance schedule, and an auto repair encyclopedia.

AUTOPEDIA

Connect from Anywhere

Autopedia (the automotive encyclopedia) is "the complete Internet source for automotive-related information, where consumers can find information related to autos, boats, trucks, minivans, motorcycles, RV's, and sports utilities".

CARSMART

Connect from Anywhere

Carsmart, designed by A.I.N. Corporation, features new vehicle price quotes, a nationwide vehicle locator, test drive reviews, payment calculator, invoice pricing, and lemon check. The site will connect you with a dealership in your area.

EDMUND'S

Connect from Anywhere

Try this free site to get prepared for any showroom showdown. Select the make and model of the car you like, and you'll get both the dealer invoice cost and the manufacturer's suggested retail price (MSRP).

fueleconomy.gov

Connect from Anywhere

fueleconomy.gov allows users to compare automobiles gas mileage, greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution ratings, and safety information for new and used cars and trucks.

NADAGuides

Connect from Anywhere

Get new and used car prices and information.

YAHOO! AUTOS

Connect from Anywhere

Yahoo! Autos contains information similar to CarSmart. It provides the ability to browse new car information by make and model, used car prices, auto loan rates, dealer locations, and industry news. It also has links to many other auto-related sites.